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The exhibition of Jisook Kim & Hilda Shen: Orogenies in New York 
 

Accompanying public program will be held on July 20th at 3 pm  
featuring theremin performance by Rafael Carrasquillo 

 
by Dominique Musorrafiti  On July 15, 2019 

 
In the setting of FOU GALLERY, an apartment gallery, whose purpose is to offer a selection of original 

works of art and design of contemporary talents and creatives, the two artists narrate and interpret a 

common theme: the formation of mountains. 

Info about the event: 

July 6 – August 11, 2019 

Location: Fou Gallery, 410 Jefferson Ave #1, Brooklyn, New York, NY 11221 

Hours: Saturday 11 am – 6 pm, or by appointment (info@fougallery.com) 

Curator and Poster Design: Tansy Xiao 

 

Jisook Kim is a South Korean sculptor who represents the delicate coexistence of life, energy and 

time with a marble technique that incorporates lines drawn and variable in her multidimensional 

installations. 

 
Kim Jisook 



 

 
While Hilda Shen  is a sculptor, designer who through her works revives the long memories of the lost 

time creating a wormhole that holds the enigma of the firmament. 

 

Hilda Shen 

 

The focus of both their creations is the reduction of landscapes in detached and isolated imprints of 

nature: an organic coalescence, all synthesized in ethereal poetics with an allusion of disturbing 

immensity. Nature and time are reinterpreted through different approaches. The mountains with their 

chronic crustal movements demonstrate a process of continuity of time with a different rhythm than 

our human time. The analyzed natural phenomenon, whose spectacularity is irrelevant for human 

activities, but continuously watched by humanity in the course of history, is artistically translated by 

the artists through different means and using their own personal visual languages. 



 

 

Jisook Kim and Hilda Shen – Orogenies, ©Jisook Kim ©Hilda Shen, Photo by Nadia Peichao Lin, image 

courtesy of Fou Gallery 

 

In the simplified abstract models of Jisook Kim, who was trained as a traditional sculptor in South 

Korea, the energy of nature is embodied in an artificial but organic form, indicating an ambiguous 

state of existence that confuses the boundaries between reality and imagination, between human life 

and the cosmos. Hilda Shen with her sculptures and the idiosyncrasies of Chinese erudite rocks 

highlights the enormity of the human footprint within the environment. 



 

 

 

Jisook Kim, Memory of Emotions, 2017. Ink, pencil, acrylic on paper, 19 x 24 inches ©Jisook Kim, 

image courtesy Fou Gallery 

 

The first artist evokes and transmits, with light materials and flexibility, through topographic patterns 

the static serenity of the mountains that lets their power and omnipresence emerge. The second artist 

instead works with simple materials, arranged in layers that evoke the historical-geographical 

stratification. Her installations determine the different spatial dimensions. 



 

 

Hilda Shen, Range of Mountains, 2014-2019. Glazed clay, Variable dimensions, ranging between 1-4 

inches ©Hilda Shen, image courtesy of Fou Gallery 

 

The mountains devoid of human artifacts, testify to the greatness of nature. The sense of natural 

geographical boundaries and the sense of boundaries decided by human beings are different 

interpretations of life on our planet. The intersection between human time and geological time does 

not coincide. The mountains change despite they have the same geographical coordinates. Their 

image is, therefore, a collection of memories of a bygone era, but also in the making. 



 

 

Orogenies opening, Team photo: Jisook Kim, Hilda Shen, Tansy Xiao, Yilan Wang, Echo He, Fang 

Yuan, Lin Jing, Nadia Peichao Lin Photograph by Nadia Peichao Lin image courtesy of Fou Gallery 

 

The dialogue between humans, nature, space and time are significant. In addition, the exhibition is 

also interesting as a concrete example of female collaboration. Further to the two artists, we can 

appreciate the work of the curator who coordinates the event, Tansy Xiao , the gallery owner Echo 

He  and the official photographer of the event Nadia Peichao Li , and other women of the team, to 

show that when women team up, their synergies can leave significant signs. 



 

 

 

Jisook Kim and Hilda Shen – Orogenies, ©Jisook Kim ©Hilda Shen, Photo by Nadia Peichao Lin, image 

courtesy of Fou Gallery 

 

 

Photo courtesy of Fou Gallery  

Art: ©Jisook Kim ©Hilda Shen  

Photographer: Nadia Peichao Lin 

 

 

https://china-underground.com/2019/07/15/the-exhibition-of-jisook-kim-hilda-shen-orogenies-in-new

-york/ 
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ARTE	CIN
Luglio	15,	2019

> 0

Se	vi	capita	di	passare	a	New	York,	prima	dell’1	agosto,
siete	invitati	a	fermarvi	a	Orogenies,	un	evento	con

Arte	cinese
Arte	cinese Artisti	cinesi	contemporanei Featured

Tavola	dei	contenuti	[mostra]

La	mostra	di	Jisook	Kim	e	Hilda	Shen:
Orogenies	a	New	York

Il	programma	pubblico	di	accompagnamento	si	terrà	il	20	luglio	alle	15:00	con	l'esibizione

in	theremin	di	Rafael	Carrasquillo
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doppia	esposizione	che	promuove	le	opere	delle
artiste	Jisook	Kim	e	Hilda	Shen.

Nella	cornice	di	FOU	GALLERY,	una	galleria	appartamento,	il	cui	scopo	è	quello	di	offrire	una	selezione

di	opere	originali	d’arte	e	di	design	di	talenti	e	creativi	contemporanei,	le	due	artiste	narrano	ed

interpretano	un	tema	comune:	la	formazione	delle	montagne.

Sito	uf�ciale	|	Facebook	|	Instagram	|	Hilda	Shen

Informazioni	sull’evento:	6	Luglio	–	11	Agosto,	2019

Luogo:	Fou	Gallery,	410	Jefferson	Ave	#1,	Brooklyn,	New	York,	NY	11221

Orari:	Sabato	11	am	–	6	pm,	o	per	appuntamento	(info@fougallery.com)

Curatrice	e	Poster	Design:	Tansy	Xiao

Jisook	Kim	è	una	scultrice	sud	coreana	che	rappresenta	la	delicata	convivenza	di	vita,	energia	e	tempo

con	una	tecnica	marmorea	che	incorpora	linee	disegnate	e	variabili	nelle	sue	installazioni

multidimensionali.

Jisook	Kim

Mentre	Hilda	Shen	è	una	scultrice,	disegnatrice	che	attraverso	le	sue	opere	rianima	i	lunghi	ricordi	del

tempo	perduti	creando	un	wormhole	che	trattiene	l'enigma	del	�rmamento.
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Hilda	Shen

Il	focus	di	entrambe	le	loro	creazioni	è	la	riduzione	dei	paesaggi	in	impronte	staccate	ed	isolate	della

natura:	una	coalescenza	organica,	il	tutto	sintetizzato	in	poetica	eterea	con	un'allusione	di	inquietante

immensità.	Natura	e	tempo	vengono	reinterpretati	attraverso	diversi	approcci.	Le	montagne	con	i	loro

movimenti	crostali	cronici	dimostrano	un	processo	di	continuità	di	tempo	con	un	ritmo	diverso	rispetto

al	nostro.	Il	fenomeno	naturale	analizzato,	la	cui	spettacolarità	è	irrilevante	per	le	attività	antropiche,

ma	continuamente	guardato	dall'umanità	nel	corso	della	storia,	è	artisticamente	tradotto	dalle	artiste

attraverso	differenti	mezzi	ed	utilizzando	i	propri	linguaggi	visivi	personali.

Jisook	Kim	and	Hilda	Shen	-	Orogenies,	©Jisook	Kim	©Hilda	Shen,	Foto	di	Nadia	Peichao
Lin,	Immagine	cortesemente	concessa	da	Fou	Gallery

Nei	modelli	astratti	sempli�cati	di	Jisook	Kim,	che	si	è	formata	come	scultrice	tradizionale	in	Corea	del

Sud,	viene	incarnata	l'energia	della	natura	in	una	forma	arti�ciale	ma	organica,	indicando	uno	stato	di

esistenza	ambigua	che	confonde	i	con�ni	tra	realtà	e	immaginazione,	tra	la	vita	umana	e	il	cosmo.	Hilda
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Shen	con	le	sue	sculture	e	con	le	idiosincrasie	delle	rocce	erudite	cinesi,	mette	in	risalto	l'enormità

dell'impronta	umana	all’interno	dell’ambiente.

Jisook	Kim,	Memory	of	Emotions	-	“Memorie	di	Emozioni”,	2017.	Inchiostro,	matita,	acrilico
su	carta,	19	x	24	pollici	©Jisook	Kim,	Immagine	cortesemente	concessa	da	Fou	Gallery

La	prima	artista	evoca	e	trasmette,	con	materiali	leggeri	e	�essibilità,	attraverso	pattern	topogra�ci	la

serenità	statica	delle	montagne	che	lascia	emergere	la	loro	possenza	e	onnipresenza;	la	seconda	artista

invece	lavora	con	materiali	semplici,	disposti	su	strati	che	evocano	la	strati�cazione	storica	geogra�ca.

Le	sue	installazioni	determinano	le	differenti	dimensioni	spaziali.
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Hilda	Shen,	Range	of	Mountains	-	“Catena	Montuosa”,	2014-2019.	Argilla	smaltata,	dimensioni
variabili,	comprese	tra	1-4	pollici	©Hilda	Shen,	Immagine	cortesemente	concessa	da	Fou	Gallery

Le	montagne	a	differenza	della	valle,	privi	degli	artefatti	umani	e	della	sua	stessa	presenza,

testimoniano	la	grandezza	della	natura.	Il	senso	dei	con�ni	geogra�ci	naturali	ed	il	senso	dei	con�ni

decisi	dagli	esseri	umani,	sono	diverse	interpretazioni	della	vita	sul	nostro	pianeta.	L'intersezione	tra	il

tempo	umano	e	il	tempo	geologico	non	coincide.	Le	montagne	cambiano	nonostante	esse	abbiano	le

stesse	coordinate	geogra�che.	La	loro	immagine	quindi	è	una	collezione	di	ricordi	di	un	tempo	ormai

passato,	ma	anche	in	divenire.

Orogenies	inaugurazione,	Foto	del	Team:	Jisook	Kim,	Hilda	Shen,	Tansy	Xiao,	Yilan	Wang,
Echo	He,	Fang	Yuan,	Lin	Jing,	Nadia	Peichao	Lin	Foto	di	Nadia	Peichao	Lin	Immagine
cortesemente	concessa	da	Fou	Gallery
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Oltre	ad	essere	signi�cativa	la	rielaborazione	e	materializzazione	del	tema	artistico	del	dialogo	tra

essere	umano,	natura,	spazio	e	tempo,	la	mostra	è	interessante	anche	come	concreto	esempio	di

collaborazione	al	femminile.	Oltre	alle	due	artiste	possiamo	apprezzare	il	lavoro	della	curatrice	che

coordina	l’evento	e	designer	Tansy	Xiao,	la	gallerista	Echo	He	e	la	fotografa	uf�ciale	dell’evento	Nadia

Li,	ed	altre	donne	del	team,	a	dimostrare	che	quando	le	donne	fanno	squadra	le	loro	sinergie	lasciano

dei	segni	signi�cativi.

Jisook	Kim	and	Hilda	Shen	-	Orogenies,	©Jisook	Kim	©Hilda	Shen,	Foto	di	Nadia	Peichao
Lin,	Immagine	cortesemente	concessa	da	Fou	Gallery

Foto	cortesemente	concesse	da	Fou	Gallery	

Arte:	©Jisook	Kim	©Hilda	Shen

Fotografa:	Nadia	Peichao	Lin

TAGS Hilda	Shen

https://cinaoggi.it/events/jisook-kim-hilda-shen-orogenies-%E9%87%91%E6%99%BA%E6%B7%91%E
4%B8%8E%E6%B2%88%E7%A6%BE%E7%BE%8E%EF%BC%9A%E9%80%A0%E5%B1%B1/



 

Fou Gallery presents “Orogenies” featuring 
artists Jisook Kim and Hilda Shen 
by SUE WANG on Jul 3, 2019  • 3:37 pm 

 

 

Fou Gallery is pleased to announce Orogenies, a dual show featuring artists Jisook Kim and Hilda Shen from July 6 

to August 11, 2019. An artist’s talk and opening reception will be held on July 6, 4–8 pm. Traversing among various 

mediums and in their own visual languages, the two artists narrate the tales on a mutual theme: the formation of 

mountains, whose spectacularity irrelevant to anthropic activities yet continuously gazed upon and delineated by 

humankind throughout history. Central to both of their practice is the reduction of landscapes into detached, isolated 

imprints of nature: an organic coalescence of both ethereal poetics and an allusion of eerie immensity. 

http://www.fougallery.com/


 

 

Jisook Kim, Memory of Emotions, 2017. Ink, pencil, acrylic on paper, 19 x 24 inches ©Jisook Kim, courtesy Fou 

Gallery 



 

 

Jisook Kim, Built Emotions, 2017. Wire, ink on Hanji paper, 90 x 38 x 13 inches ©Jisook Kim, courtesy Fou Gallery 

Trained as a sculptor in its traditional sense in South Korea and experienced with wood, Jisook Kim offered a new 

shift in her oeuvre after her relocation to the U.S. and began to explore the potentials of lighter materials with more 

flexibility. Her recent body of work built with Hanji paper and steel wire orchestrate the entanglement of hypnagogic 

fine lines in an almost onomatopoeic manner, coating the pale skin of those monumental yet lightweight structures 

with condensed topographic patterns. The viewer can almost hear them whispering in the static serenity of the 

mountains, from which something mighty would emerge and announce its omnipresence. 



 

 

Hilda Shen, RockStrata, 2003. Paper, Ink, wax, wood, 14 x 18 x 25 inches ©Hilda Shen, courtesy Fou Gallery 



 

 

Hilda Shen, Range of Mountains, 2014-2019. Glazed clay, Variable dimensions, ranging between 1-4 inches 

©Hilda Shen, courtesy of Fou Gallery 

While Hilda Shen’s sculptures resonate with the idiosyncrasies of Chinese scholar rocks, her prints are even less 

concrete. The negatives of the traces that incorporate the movements of the artist’s own body resuscitate the long 

lost memories of time: a subtle suggestion of the overwhelming brightness at the end of the tunnel, a wormhole that 

withholds the enigma of the firmament. With a customized platform that is slightly higher than average, the artist 

invites us to observe her miniature ceramics with an estranged eye. The tiny mountain-like figurations present 

themselves in desolation, quietly yet assuredly, with a restrained palette, as if they were the prelude of rejuvenation 

on a post-apocalyptic land. 

Through their diverse approaches yet with the shared characteristics of layered simplicity and reserved spontaneity, 

the artists on display query the viewer to interrogate their perceptions of nature, of time, in and beyond an ineluctably 

mortal context. Lacking the determinate, prominent, and complete boundaries, mountains evidence the chronic 

crustal movements of which the results are not yet final: in essence, the process of continuity that inhabits time at a 

different pace compared to ours. 

Accompanying public program will be held on July 20th at 3 pm featuring theremin performance by Rafael 

Carrasquillo. 

About the exhibition 

Dates : July 6–August 11, 2019 

Artist’s Talk : July 6, 2019, 4–5 pm 



 

Opening Reception: July 6, 2019, 5–8 pm 

Location: Fou Gallery, 410 Jefferson Ave #1, Brooklyn, New York, NY 11221 

Hours:  Saturday 11 am – 6 pm, or by appointment (info@fougallery.com) 

Curator : Tansy Xiao 

Courtesy of Fou Gallery, for further information please visit www.fougallery.com . 
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FILM DECEMBER 10TH, 2012

 

RETURNING THE FOURTH WALL 
Reenactment as Recursion at CPH:DOX 

 

by Rachael Rakes 

 
In the 10 years since the inception of the Copenhagen International 
Documentary Festival (CPH:DOX), Scandinavia’s major documentary festival, 
nonfiction filmmaking has arguably undergone more changes than in all its prior 
decades combined. While other European documentary festivals like Sheffield 
Doc/Fest and International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam maintain a 
center of verité/interview/archive-based output, CPH has all but abandoned 
these more classical documentary forms for a whirling parade of the hybrid, the 
semi-fictive, and the boundary-pushing. One interesting commonality between 
several of this year’s selections was the deft employment of reenactment. Once a 
belittled and decried device in visual nonfiction exposition, reenactment enjoyed 
a brief resurrection thanks to Errol Morris, who though credited for reclaiming 
the tactic, has for long been the only person able to get away with using it. Here, 
rather than an aid to uncovering truth, reenactment serves to reveal or create 
entirely new histories alongside their putative subjects. 

 

The Act of Killing . 
 
With its head-on use of the device, Public Hearing, a new American production 
by first-time feature director James Kienitz Wilkins, acts out verbatim the 
transcript of a community hearing on the potential expansion of a Wal-Mart in 
upstate New York. A combination of uniformly excellent professional and 
non-professional actors are shot in close up on 16mm black-and-white film, each 
with their role to play as a public representative, concerned citizen, worker, or 
company P.R. rep. Without knowing anything about the history of this town, it 
seems a foregone conclusion that, no matter what is said in this proceeding, the 
Wal-Mart will go forward with its plans, making the whole thing an ineffectual 
play about itself. Demonstratively boring at times, the film shows how much 
people are willing to endure to pretend that a democratic process exists in 
opposition to corporate manifest destiny. The boredom is the point—no one 
wants to be there because the event itself has no impact either way. It’s all just a 

https://brooklynrail.org/contributor/rachael-rakes


 
bit of gestural pretending. The wonderfully low-pitched dramatic execution 
makes the effect of this realization all the greater. 
 
Applying the device in a more subtle way, Philip Scheffner’s Revision is a sort of 
ephemeral recreation, tracing through memory an unexplained murder and an 
unfair trial 20 years after the incident. In 1992, in Germany, two Romanian men 
were found dead in a field, shot at the site of the E.U.’s border with Poland by 
local hunters who claimed to have mistaken them for wild boars. The hunters 
were acquitted, the case was closed, and the bereaved families in Romania were 
never informed that a trial had even taken place. Scheffner goes back to several 
witnesses and experts involved in the trial and reads them their initial official 
statements, to find out if their outlook on the trial has changed over time. He 
also records new statements from the relatives of the deceased, in an attempt to 
recreate a more just version of the hearing. His inquiries into the material, the 
people, the places, and circumstances, allow for the return of the facts that were 
obviously suppressed then—the more thorough his own investigation, the more 
tragic the incident becomes. Legally speaking, the case remains closed, but the 
film opens up a parallel history in which the dead could be treated justly. 
 
Embracing the truths revealed in fiction, the Swedish hybrid Roland 

Hassel re-examines the 1986 unsolved murder case of Prime Minister Olof 
Palme. Cleverly blending popular cultural memory with actual events, the film 
presents itself as the next chapter in a popular Swedish detective TV series from 
the ’80s, also called Roland Hassel, by bringing the title character to the task of 
unpacking the facts of the assassination. By day, Hassel pores over the case 
documents and meets with (real life) journalists and self-appointed private 
detectives who remain obsessed with solving the crime. By night, Hassel gathers 
his assistants and thoroughly reenacts the shooting and the getaway. Styled to 
look like a VHS dub of an old TV show, the film stars Lars-Erik Berenett, the 
actor who originally played Hassel, ostensibly retired from regular detective 
work and now looking quite out of shape and weathered—as though he has 
indeed been exasperatedly searching for the answers to this 25-year-old crime 
all this time. Thus the only “true” elements of this version of the series are that 
Roland Hassel has aged normally, and that the crime, and all the recreated 
elements of it, remain real, and a matter of enduring concern to a whole subset 
of Swedes. One of Sweden’s most recognizable pop culture figures reappears in 
the service of curing a real national pathology. 

 
James Kienitz Wilkins’s Public Hearing . 

 
The Danish/Norwegian/British production, The Act of Killing, which opened the 
festival and won its main prize, the Dox:Award, takes reenactment to a new 
extreme. Executive produced by Errol Morris himself, the film revolves around a 



 
group of former mercenaries in Indonesia who are responsible for the deaths of 
thousands of suspected Communists in the 1960s, and are yet celebrated on talk 
shows and in the streets as heroes. As a way of telling the underreported story of 
these mass murders—up to 500,000 Indonesians were killed during this 
time—the directors convince the killers to dramatically recreate their offenses. 
They concede, but on the condition that they can use intricate sets and elaborate 
makeup and costume, depicting their murders in the fashion of the Hollywood 
gangster films and musicals of their youth. The film consists in large part of the 
production and presentation of these scenes, but though the documentary was 
intended as an attempt to shed light on these crimes, it’s clear that the gang of 
killers sees the performances as a way of maintaining their popularity. In 
reenacting horrid scenes of massacres, they seem mostly sanguine—and any 
moments of reflection are indistinguishable from further mugging for the 
camera. In the usual documentary narrative, over the course of the film the 
gangsters would begin to comprehend their own guilt—reenactment as a form of 
therapy, as a revision of historical legacy. The fact that they don’t fascinatingly 
implicates the work in its own perplexing moral ambiguity. 

https://brooklynrail.org/2012/12/film/returning-the-fourth-wallreenactment-a
s-recursion-at-cphdox 
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ARTSEEN FEBRUARY 3RD, 2011

Ace of Spades 
by Charles Schultz  

 

SUGAR | DECEMBER 4, 2010 – JANUARY 15, 2011 

There is a standard hierarchy in a deck of cards. The king is always more 
powerful than the jack or the queen; the nine is always higher than the five. The 
only card with the capacity to swing is the ace, and it swings in the extreme, 
alternately ranking as the highest or the lowest card in the deck. Amongst the 
four aces, the ace of spades also carries a folkloric connotation as the “death 
card,” in which death translates not as the conclusion of mortality but as a 
symbol of transition. As such, the ace of spades is an apt theme for a group show 
straddling the passage between years. 

 

Hilda Shen. “Illumined II,” (2010). Monotype, Ink on paper, 15” x 25”. 

Courtesy of the Artist and SUGAR. 

 

The ace of spades is also, simply, black—a color with its own abundance of 
cultural, political, and social associations. Blackness predominates in the work 
of the three artists whom Gwendolyn Skaggs, founder and director of SUGAR, 
selected for Ace of Spades . In a space small enough to feel intimate—though 
hardly cramped—Hilda Shen’s five neatly framed monotypes face one of Vincent 
Como’s buckling works in ballpoint pen on paper. An installation of Alex 
Binder’s atmospheric black-and-white photographs sprawls asymmetrically on a 
third wall, acting as a visual bridge between the work of Shen and Como.    

https://brooklynrail.org/contributor/charles-schultz


 
 

Binder’s photographs have a gritty, grainy quality to them, which enhances the 
overt eeriness of his subject matter. There are hooded figures in a forest, many 
masked faces, an old pistol on an old wall, a tarantula, and a horned human atop 
a bluff, to name but a few of Binder’s occult images—there are over 30 in all. The 
photographs (all 8 by 10 inches) are taped to the wall and curl slightly, adding a 
shadowy dimension to their installation. Yet despite the spooky, spectral 
character of Binder’s photographs, they evoke a kind of tranquility. Nothing is 
actually menacing. Even the more ominous figures appear pensive, as if Binder 
caught them in the depths of contemplation. 

Hilda Shen’s monotypes loosely picture the night sky as it might look in a 
time-lapse photograph. Unlike Binder’s images, however, there is a more 
pronounced element of violence in Shen’s work. As is customary in monotypes, 
Shen begins with the paper’s surface completely inked and creates an image 
through a process of erasure. Rather than use the standard tools, Shen rubs, 
scratches, and digs into the paper with her fingernails, elbows, and palms. 
Interestingly, three of the five pieces are titled “Illumined,” suggesting 
illumination as a consequence of eradication. Yet in the process of removing the 
ink—of cancelling out the darkness—she imbues each monotype with a trace of 
her physical presence. In doing so, Shen establishes a certain duality between 
what she adds and extracts, which compliments the relationship between 
darkness and illumination, as well as the physical violence employed to evoke 
what is typically considered peaceful: stars swirling through a night sky. 

Vincent Como’s work is also ink on paper, though Como’s process is strictly 
additive. “Untitled (Reinhardt)” is a square—five feet in width—covered 
completely with ink from a ballpoint pen. Like Reinhardt’s famous black 
paintings, Como works from a grid that almost disappears under the inky gleam. 
Where Reinhardt intended his surfaces to be immaculate and smooth, Como 
favors distortion. His paper bulges and bows beneath the weight of so much ink. 
The fragility of Reinhardt is exchanged for a sense of heaviness and distress. 
“Untitled (Reinhardt)” is a work that embodies equally the concentration 
necessary to complete such an arduous inking process, and the turbulence which 
that process produces. 

Taken as a whole, the works in the exhibition compliment one another nicely, 
and share a common characteristic that corresponds with the ace’s transitional 
history. One of the primary elements of each work is relatively 
unsophisticated—ballpoint pens (Como), fingernail scratches (Shen), masking 
tape (Binder)—yet the final pieces are all unquestionably refined. In this regard, 
each work might be considered high-art, which nonetheless contains a strand of 
the lowly. Likewise, the ace was traditionally the lowest card in the deck until 
angry French proletariats overthrew their monarchy and instituted a new rule: 
ace high. This transition symbolized the heart of the French revolution; the 



 
commoners’ card outranked the king. The ace of spades, which had previously 
been the least valuable card, became the highest card in the deck. 

 

https://brooklynrail.org/2011/02/artseen/ace-of-spades 
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Dominic McGill’s ‘FuturePerfect’; 
Joachim Koester at Greene Naftali; 

Nicolas Touron’s ‘The Kingdom’ 
 
by ROBERT SHUSTER 

APRIL 27, 2010 

 
‘ Reconstructing Paper’ 
After you’ve risen seven floors above the ramshackle fast-food joints of Hell’s 
Kitchen, the tidy, gentle pieces here, from two artists who work with paper, seem 
almost like gifts. Laura McCallum brings a minimalist sensibility to organic forms, 
filling small polygonal and almond-shaped reliefs with networks of folded or furled 
paper strips, patterns that suggest the motion of cells. Employing symmetry, 
sequence, and familiar geometry, she makes metaphors of life—finely crafted 
frameworks of logic that contain moments of apparent disorder. 
 
For her part, Hilda Shen has layered wedges of cotton-fiber sheets, painted on the 
reverse for a washy bleed-through effect, to form what appear to be, at first glance, 
accomplished abstractions. In each, jagged patches of brown surround a central 
swath of blue. But they’re actually the tunneled glimpses of sky you get when peering 
up the city’s canyon walls. More playful are Shen’s two intimate drawings of wobbly 
dark paths, both made using a broken mechanical pencil containing ink, and both 
intended as subtle jokes on the journeys of Chinese landscape. Cheryl McGinnis 
Gallery, 555 Eighth Ave, 212-594-4066. Through June 4 
 
https://www.villagevoice.com/2010/04/27/dominic-mcgills-futureperfect-joachim-koester-at-
greene-naftali-nicolas-tourons-the-kingdom/ 
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Art February 2010 

Gallery chronicle 
by James Panero 
 
On the Bushwick art scene, the “Inaugural Exhibition” at Storefront; “The Wells Street Gallery Revisited: Then                
and Now” at Lesley Heller Workspace; “Works on Paper” at Danese & “Jack Tworkov: True and False” at                  
Mitchell-Innes & Nash. 

 
The neighborhood of Bushwick, Brooklyn is the art world’s recession special. In the last decade,               
this broken quadrangle, a one-time hellhole of riots, arson, and drug violence, has become an               
artist haven. The urban renaissance that lifted even the bleakest corners of New York City left this                 
gray landscape of low tenements and light-industrial factory buildings with some room to grow.              
At the same time, a wave of rising rents pushed many of the city’s artists from west to east—from                   
the East Village to Williamsburg and Greenpoint and finally to Bushwick. Inexpensive, just a              
subway ride from Manhattan, the neighborhood presented a gritty and expansive urban tableau. 
 
Several of the city’s outlying neighborhoods, from the South Bronx to the Gowanus Canal, have               
seen an influx of artists in recent years. Still, Bushwick became a community unto itself, a                
latter-day commune of youthful energy in the shadow of an industrial wasteland, a world away               
from downtown. The trust-fund bohemians of the Bowery School and the Lower East Side may               
have landed shows at Deitch Projects and overdosed on their de Menil credit cards, but the                
Bushwick School seemed content to remain obscure. For those on the outside, Bushwick             
appeared impenetrable, even unappealing. 
 
The neighborhood’s affordability and open spaces allowed its artists to develop largely            
independent of market forces. The factory-style production that defined the art of the last decade               
was disregarded in favor of a more intimate, material-based studio practice. Skim off the froth,               
and many members of the Bushwick School might be seen as the spiritual descendants of the                
process-based painters who first settled in Soho in the 1960s and 1970s. 
 
Its slow maturation has left Bushwick vibrant but ephemeral. The question has been how to make                
its idealism sustainable. Hundreds of the neighborhood’s artists have been organizing annual            
Bushwick Open Studio weekends each June. Several artists run informal year-round galleries out             
of their studios. A few commercial spaces have opened (and often closed) in basements and               
garages and storefronts, with names like Pocket Utopia, English Kills, Factory Fresh, and Famous              
Accountants. Nevertheless, the Bushwick School’s market presence has remained limited, which           
has been both its defining feature as well as a growing practical concern. 
 
A sympathetic curator named Jason Andrew, who lives in Bushwick but often works in the world                
of blue-chip New York, has been trying for years to bring some professionalism and maturity to                
the Bushwick scene without compromising its off-the-grid ethos. A curator of the Jack Tworkov              
estate, Andrew has created a non-profit arts organization called Norte Maar out of his living room                
on Wyckoff Avenue that exhibits local artists, holds performances (broadcast onto the street), and              
works with neighborhood children. 
 
Buying art out of someone’s living room may be intimate, but it is also awkward, which may be                  
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one reason why Bushwick’s popular artist-run exhibitions have often failed to find buyers. Now              
Andrew has opened a small gallery on Wilson Avenue in partnership with the accomplished              
mid-career painter Deborah Brown. Called simply Storefront, the prosaic-looking, fluorescent-lit          
gallery that was until recently an accountant’s office (the awning still reads “TAXES”) is an               
attempt to give art retail in Bushwick a better name.[1] 
 
Storefront’s inaugural group show delivers on a promise to feature “the work of artists we know,                
the artists we like, and the artists we’d like to get to know better.” The exhibition presents a solid                   
cross-section of Bushwick’s artistic production, with artists who work, live, or regularly show in              
the neighborhood. Deborah Brown’s own contribution, a painting titled Green Sky (2009), is an            
homage to Bushwick, with a lot of pigeons flying above a chain-link fence (pigeon coops are                
common there, and birds often circle above the rooftops). 
 
The exhibition ranges from abstract drawing and painting (Rico Gatson, Aurora Robson, Michele             
Araujo, Theresa Hackett, Brooke Moyse, Kevin Regan, Mary Judge), to intimate realism            
(Matthew Miller, Amy Lincoln, Bill Adams), to college (Ellen Letcher, Andrew Hurst, Hilda             
Shen). A number of works feature an unusual mixture of various media (Justen Ladda’s              
shellacked cedar wood, Stephen Truax’s sewn fabric, Steve Pauley’s granite, Austin Thomas’s            
assembly of paint, collage, and newsprint). 
 
A young sculptor named Jimmy Miracle —his real name, by the way—reminds me of              
Christopher Wilmarth, another spiritual artist who sought to “depict not the thing but the effect               
that it produces,” in the words of Mallarmé. Miracle, who was last on view at another Bushwick                 
gallery called Sugar, works with common materials like string and paper to evoke ineffable space. 
Andrew and Brown have done a service to the artists of Bushwick with the opening of Storefront.                 
They have also opened up the Bushwick School to the larger arts community with well-selected,               
affordable work that is representative of the area and now easy to see. Storefront offers a one-stop                 
shop for anyone who wants to support the serious art coming out of this unique neighborhood. 
 
A rt is not produced in a vacuum. The context of creation, while never a complete explanation,                
can provide a point of access to a body of work. In the 1950s, a group of young abstract artists in                     
Chicago decided to buck the city’s entrenched establishment and form their own cooperative             
gallery. Many of these artists eventually moved away to become well-known names: Robert             
Natkin, Aaron Siskind, and John Chamberlain. Lesley Heller Workspace on the Lower East Side              
now brings the Chicago group together with work from the 1950s and today in a show called                 
“The Wells Street Gallery Revisited.”[2] 
 
That Bushwick’s own Jason Andrew is the curator of this exhibition might further demonstrate              
his neighborhood’s affinity (or at least Andrew’s affinity) for the studio-based art communities of              
the past. The Heller show is thankfully light on social history and tells its story through the works                  
on display. 
 
Judith Dolnick’s Untitled (1957) is a standout, as is Ernest Dieringer’s small work on            
paper, Sketch for Zig Zag (1961), Donald Vlack’s carefree drawing Untitled (1955), and Gerald          
van de Wiele’s Voices of Caves (2008), a sculpture of carved wood. If one attribute connects the               
work, it is the Chicago School’s light-heartedness when compared to the Ab Ex angst of New                
York. 
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I n an economic downturn, it can be a challenge for artists and galleries to sell new work without                  
undercutting their own established prices. A great majority of artists who never benefited from              
the over-inflated market now face devaluation as more art chases after fewer collectors. 
One answer can be to produce smaller work. Not only does the banal statistic of square inches                 
often determine an artwork’s price, but with the housing market still in flux, who knows what will                 
happen to that wall space above the sofa. Fewer collectors have the confidence right now to                
purchase large works of art. 
 
Another smart tactic is to branch out into other media with a less established price point, such as                  
works on paper. Paper operates in a different economy from oil on canvas. A work on paper can                  
sell for much less than a similar sized oil without devaluing a painter’s market. 
 
From what I understand about the general demands of the art market, works on paper are also less                  
desirable. Here is a prejudice I could never get my head around. Paper gives us access to the                  
artistic process in a way that a finished oil cannot. Paper also reveals a delicacy of line that often                   
gets lost in the thickness and vibrancy of paint. 
 
The curators at Danese must be on the same page, so to speak. The gallery has pulled together an                   
extensive, wide-ranging group show of works on paper.[3] I tend to gravitate toward drawing that              
leaves things open. Smudges, erasures, and a general lack of finish best reveal the artistic process                
and leave you with the taste of graphite and ink. 
 
My good friend Tom Goldenberg has contributed a stick-cracking landscape, Damm Hill (2008),           
to the Danese show. Barry Le Va has an electrifying black ink            
abstraction, Twin-Diode-Pendode from Electrode Series (Plan Views for Sculpture) (2002).        
Richard Serra has a gummy mess, Stratum G (2006), that looks like it saw the business end of a                
tire. 
 
Danese has organized the show through an intelligent hanging, but many of the smaller pieces               
still get overwhelmed in the gallery’s cavernous space. A few temporary walls could have broken               
things up and brought us closer to the drawings. Unlike oils on canvas, works on paper are often                  
at their best in confined environments—ideal, you might say, for apartment living. 
 
Should I have titled this month’s column The Jason Andrew Chronicle? Probably so, because              
Andrew helped organize a Jack Tworkov exhibition now on view at Mitchell-Innes & Nash.[4]It              
was a sign of the times when the UBS Gallery closed its doors for the last time following its                 
exquisite Tworkov retrospective, which I wrote about in these pages in September. Like UBS, the              
Mitchell-Innes & Nash exhibition gives us an opportunity to evaluate Tworkov’s often dismissed             
later work from the 1960s and 1970s, when he adopted a more structural and less expressionistic                
style. And again, this work looks better and more active with each viewing. Idling II (WNY-70              
#1)(1970) operates through subtle tonal modulations to arrive at a mysterious vision barely             
perceptible through a thicket of paint. Trace(1966) has a similar effect. P73 #7 (1973) uses thin             
white borders to create the illusion of prismatic screens of paint layered on top of one another. 
 
The later work is anything but sentimental. One tends to miss the heroic, tattered heraldry of                
earlier abstractions such as Barrier Series #5(1963). Still, Tworkov was on to something. They             
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may not be his most likable canvases, but the mark left by Tworkov’s innovative late paintings is                 
most distinctly his own. 
  
Notes 
● “First Exhibition” opened at Storefront, Brooklyn, on January 2 and remains open through February 6,               

2010.  

● “The Wells Street Gallery Revisited: Then and Now” opened at Lesley Heller Workspace, New York,               

on January 20 and remains on view through February 28. 

● “Works on Paper” opened at Danese, New York, on January 8 and remains on view through February                 

6, 2010.  

● “Jack Tworkov: True and False” opened at Mitchell-Innes & Nash, New York, on January 15 and                

remains on view through February 20, 2010.   
 
James Panero is the Executive Editor of The New Criterion.  
This article originally appeared in The New Criterion, Volume 28 Number 6, on page 49 
Copyright © 2019 The New Criterion | www.newcriterion.com  
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ARTSEEN NOVEMBER 4TH, 2007 

Brooklyn Dispatches: An 
Unobstructed View 

by James Kalm 
 
As a twenty-five year local resident I can unashamedly admit it: I love the 
Brooklyn Museum of Art. Like the borough itself, it’s big, quirky, and, for the 
uninitiated, a bit odd. Try as I might, in the three years since the reinstallation of 
its prized American painting collection (unique in scope within the greater 
Metropolitan area), I can no longer remain silent. It’s now obvious that BMA’s 
decision to hang its masterpieces of the Hudson River School, the Ashcan 
School, and the Early Modernists, including the likes of O’Keeffe, Dove and an 
unparalleled selection of Hartleys, in interior “environments,” many behind 
period furniture like so many decorative chatchkas, is not a temporary, 
admirable mistake by “well intentioned” curators, experimenting with “new 
ideas.” It’s a disaster, a wooly-headed scheme that, either through good 
intentions or paternalistic condescension toward the “educational” interest of is 
constituents, could have been spawned only from an anti-painting agenda. 
(Exhibit A might be an interview with Robyn Perry that appeared in the 
September issue of Artillery, in which the museum’s director, Arnold Lehman, 
states, “I admit that I was also a painter. A failed, badly failed painter...it was 
clear to me that I was untalented,” adding that “...for a very long time, you would 
be hard-pressed to find a painting in our house.”) 

 
Installation view of Stuart Davis paintings at the Brooklyn Museum of Art, (Fall 2007). 

 
This antithetical arrangement is particularly galling with respect to one of the 
Museum’s choicest possession, Stuart Davis’ “The Mellow Pad” (1945-51). 
Unquestionably one of his greatest paintings, and an icon of American 
Modernism, it occupied Davis for the six years following WWII, a period of 
fundamental reevaluation during which the young lions of Abstract 
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Expressionism took center stage and usurped whatever meager attention Davis 
and his fellow avant-gardists had earned over long and demanding careers. 
Despite its small size (a mere 26×42 inches), its dense composition harbingers 
ideas and techniques that will flower in his grand late style, foreshadowing Pop 
Art, Color Field Abstraction, the Abstract Imagists and Text Painting. So 
important is “The Mellow Pad” that when the BMApresented its groundbreaking 
“Stuart Davis: Art and Art Theory” exhibition in 1978, a full-color illustration of 
“The Mellow Pad” wrapped around the catalog’s cover. 

Now, not only “The Mellow Pad,” but “Pad No. 4” (1947) a stunning study for 
“Pad,” are sequestered behind a roped-off platform the size of a small room, with 
chairs and a vanity table designed by Louis Dierra and KEM Weber, inaccessible 
for intimate viewing. At this point, short of demanding a total reinstallation of 
the collection, I’ll just fall to my knees and beg, PLEASE MR. LEHMAN, free 
these Davis paintings, grant the viewing public a more immediate experience. 
Allow us an unobstructed view. 

Back on the streets, unobstructed views are less problematic. Cruise east on 
Flushing Avenue, through the Hasidic neighborhood near the BQE, past signs 
that read, sequentially, Old Reliable Hardware, Mexican Refrigerated Foods and 
CuchaFrieto Café until you come to the Bogart Street intersection. Two blocks 
north is Ad Hoc Art Gallery. This venue has been in operation for two years yet 
seems like a vestige of Williamsburg circa 1992. It shares space with Peripheral 
Media Projects, a silkscreen jobber that produces tee shirt and poster designs, 
which may account for the street-hip and punchy graphic attitude of much of the 
art shown. If Warhol and Rauschenberg used silkscreen as a means of negating 
the “handmade paintings” fetishized by the New York School, then Buy:Product 
(Three Years of PMP Silkscreen), Ad Hoc’s current show, brings the technique 
full circle. Works by Ray Cross and Garrison Buxton employ found objects like 
sheets of plywood and cardboard or anything else they could scrounge as 
grounds for a mix of paint, collage and screen-print images. In most cases the 
photo-screens were produced for other projects, and their images range from 
eighteenth-century illustrations of exotic machines to directional diagrams for 
folding origami. These unrelated depictions become readymade elements for the 
pictures. A grouping of small works titled “Bleed Prints” are panel-mounted 
paper towels that were used to clear a screen after use. The accumulation of 
haphazard images and ink stains are cropped then enhanced, creating 
high-keyed paintings that read like optical static from a world oversaturated 
with visual media. 

Heading off at an oblique angle, a block west on Flushing and not even rating an 
official street sign (it’s relegated to a black-on-orange wood strip wired to a 
telephone pole) is Forrest Street. Half a block south brings you to English Kills. 
Directed by Chris Harding, English Kills hosts the highly recommended 
installation Blind Spot, an extensive architectural project by artist team Andrew 
Ohanesian and Tescia Seufferlein. The initial unexpectedness of Blind Spot is a 



 
jolting revelation. Hrag Vartanian’s review in the October 2007 Rail provides an 
insightful reading. 

Pocket Utopia is nestled next to a Chinese take-out joint two blocks east at 1037 
Flushing. Founded by artist/director Austin Thomas, Pocket Utopia is 
appropriately named, and beyond exhibiting art, it has as its mission an 
engagement with the community to encourage an interchange between the 
newly arrived artsy crowd and its longtime multi-cultural neighbors. As homage 
to the Williamsburg community, Utopia’s first exhibition was a selection of 
works from the renowned Pierogi flat files. Currently on view are the paintings, 
photos and films of Lucas Reiner depicting the lives of urban trees in Los 
Angeles 

Call it love, or call it naïveté, but at the core of what makes the Williamsburg 
community unique are the people who sacrifice their time, space and cash to 
pursue their particular vision, usually with no thought of remuneration. The 
‘temporary Museum of Painting, housed in the landmark Hecla Iron Works 
Building, is a prime example. Cathy Nan Quinlan has created not only a 
beautiful exhibition space, but a latter-day salon. Besides the timely exhibitions, 
mostly focused on contemporary painting issues, visitors will find a floating 
discussion group welcoming them to have a cup’o’tea and chat, rap and yak 
about art and all its ancillary challenges, an activity that has become an 
unfortunate casualty of our evermore reticent society.  

As a study in inclusion, the current show, The Impermanent Collection V, unites 
divergent directions whose only commonality is the medium of paint. A 
wall-filling Naples yellow triptych, “Tuff Strut” (2006) by Larry Webb, bulges 
with an abundance of small and medium-sized forms. These simple shapes, in 
warm browns, grays, blues and reds, recall a microscopic panorama of zipping 
amoebas and fluttering protozoa. Julia Jacquette contributes a pair of 
hyper-realistic scenes of extravagant consumption. In “My Houses (View with 
Yacht)” (2006), we look past a gaudy chandelier and through a satin-draped 
window overlooking a limpid, sun-drenched pool and a yacht floating in a bay. 
Ironically, Jacquette’s glassy surfaces themselves embody a highly polished 
signifier of an equally luxurious commodity. The still lifes of Rachel Youens are 
composed of the stuff of daily sustenance; loaves of bread, wedges of fruit and 
slices of cheese. The arrangements imply various narratives, with their casually 
discarded rinds and architecturally stacked and balanced elements that threaten 
to topple at the slightest adjustment. With a tip of the hat to the Metaphysical 
still lifes of Morandi, Youens incorporates a nubby surface and tonal approach 
into her depiction of form, but her expanded range of hues and intensities 
deliver a very contemporary punch to the pictures. Also included in “The 
Impermanent Collection V” are Michele Araujo, Suzanne Chamlin, Greg 
Kwiatek, Susan Mayr and Hilda Shen. If you’re in the neighborhood and you 
want to talk painting, stop by any weekend. 



 
CONTRIBUTOR 

JAMES KALM has written extensively on the Brooklyn art scene.  In 2006 he began posting video reviews of local 
art exhibitions at his two YouTube channels that have generated over six million views. 
 
https://brooklynrail.org/2007/11/artseen/brooklyn-dispatches-an-unobstructed-v
iew 
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ARTSEEN MAY 1ST, 2005

Out of Bounds 
by Ben La Rocco 

  

Wave Hill 

Glyndor House 

At sunset in the Bronx in the gardens of Wave Hill, the light slants through the 
open windows and doors at Glyndor House. From inside, the smell of fruit trees 
in bloom seems to press in from all directions. This makes for tough competition 
for the nine artists in Out of Bounds , a group exhibition that explores landscape 
through mural work framed by the pronounced molding of Glyndor’s Georgian 
Revival interior. Georgian Revival favors regular geometry, and the artists are 
forced to fill a challenging void between the architecture within and the 
landscape without. 

 

Yvonne Estrada, “37 Days at Wave Hill/Winter 2005” (2005),  

mixed media. Courtesy of Wave Hill. 

 
In Glyndor’s southernmost room, Amy Yoes is well seen in evening light.  Her 
red wrought-iron forms are painted with a free hand brought to heel to edge 
several of the ceiling’s supports. These structures reveal themselves to be her 
point of departure. They seem to provide the impetus for Yoes’s cleanly brushed 
forms, crystalline on the white walls. But the joke is on you because Yoes made 
the supports too. In the next room, Lucas Monaco looks chunky by comparison. 
His drawings are literally chunks of bird’s-eye views of the Bronx painted on 
canvas framed by molding. The drawings are exquisitely rendered in black, 
sienna, and green on a white void. Their delicacy is threatened by ripples in the 
canvas that are visible beneath the gallery lights. 

In the hall, Jeffrey Gibson rendered organic forms with a rigger’s line. On a 
dioxazine-glazed ground, Gibson highlights winding roots, a fitting form for a 
stairwell.  He finishes by adhering agglomerations of plastic crystals and purple 
goop—a touch of kitsch for an otherwise kitsch-free installation. Down the hall, 
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in the vestibule, is Amy Chan, adding a touch of humor to an otherwise serious 
exhibition. She paints little bits of suburbia on floating islands. The Wal-Marts 
and Holiday Inns are unabashedly pedestrian and a bit of an awkward affront to 
Glyndor’s refined architecture. Chan’s work accommodates itself neither in form 
nor in placement. This is in opposition to Geraldine Lau’s cut vinyl installation, 
which deftly climbs the second stairwell. Computer executed, it has the 
unnerving feel of military imaging despite its pop colors. 

In the next room Hilda Shen’s seaside collage is rough at the edges but snug 
within the molding—an admirable restraint for an apparently process-driven 
artist. She makes a charmingly disjunctive pair with the succinct Ulrike 
Heydenreich. Heydenreich makes panoramic drawings with a machine she built 
that looks like a cross between a wheelbarrow and a miniature watch tower. 
From the center of this well-built contraption the artist is able to make 
360-degree drawings. 

Vargas-Suarez Universal follows with a densely patterned room in greens and 
blacks. It’s a loud piece in the context of the exhibition and has an Art Deco feel 
due to its even pairing of curves and straight edges. It’s as though he were trying 
gently to urbanize the nature without. 

Next is Yvonne Estrada. Her wintry installation is the most labor-intensive of the 
group. It’s composed like a painting, not schematized like a mural. It must have 
demanded constant attention to composition in execution and provides intricate 
imagery at all viewing distances. You could cut it up, thought I wouldn’t, and 
make dozens of small works. The wide breadth of its delicate forms—curved 
lattices, spirals, tendrils, and much more—seems to have grown from describing 
a sphere. This consistent logic gives the piece unity, while the strenuous labor 
that accompanied its creation gives it a vibrancy that makes one wonder if, had 
she been given the time, Estrada would have filled all of Glyndor. 
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ART REVIEW; Bringing the Outdoors 
Inside and Hanging It on the Walls 
By BENJAMIN GENOCCHIO 

MARCH 20, 2005 

 
THE latest exhibition in Glyndor House, a historic home and gallery on the 28-acre 
grounds of Wave Hill in the Bronx, is a group show by nine artists whose works here 
exploit, reference or have inadvertently absorbed the surrounding natural environment. 
"It is about bringing the landscape inside," the staff curator Jennifer McGregor told me. 
But since it is winter, or winter's end, most of the artworks are pretty spare. 

Late last year, over six weeks, each of the artists was invited to visit the house and 
grounds to prepare for the project. Somewhat surprisingly, all but one -- Ulrike 
Heydenreich -- have left the gallery spaces empty, preferring instead to paint, draw or 
graft their installations directly onto the walls or other architectural supports. The result 
is an exhibition that points up the home's Georgian revival-style interior as much as it 
plays off external garden vistas. 

On the oval-shaped wall of the entrance foyer, for instance, Amy Chan has installed a 
soft-toned, imagination-fuelled mural painting of the sky filled with images of 
free-floating residential homes and dainty landforms referencing, according to the 
exhibition room brochure, "the built, natural and historic landscape" of Riverdale and 
surrounding Hudson River area. It is like a realtor's fantasy, you might say, mapping the 
region's most desirable private dwellings. 

Ideas of maps and mapping recur throughout the works here, from Geraldine Lau's 
joyous distillation of New York State topographical maps, cribbed and reconfigured as a 
wall installation in a stairwell using bite-sized bits of colored vinyl, to Vargas-Suarez 
Universal's devilishly intricate, velvety surfaced, panoramic wall drawing that blends 
oddball references to architecture, biology, astronomy and nature. It is like a mix of Star 
Trek, the Amazon and Sol LeWitt. 

Jeffrey Gibson, an experienced wall illustrator, has used mostly non-traditional 
materials like painted plastic forms, quartz crystals and pigmented silicone to cook up a 
luxuriant, free-flowing ensemble that, in my experience, has no precedent in 



 
contemporary art or any kind of art, anytime, anywhere, for that matter. The application 
of iridescent paint and prevalence of swirling, organic forms gives his painting liveliness, 
even a kind of effusiveness. 

Intense visual pleasure also flows from an encounter with Amy Yoes's twirling 
decorative motifs, painted loosely in red ink on the walls and architectural features of 
the sunroom, and picking up nicely on a nearby, outdoor arbor, now covered with snow. 

Then there is Yvonne Estrada's coolly improvisatory, serenely meditative 
installation-like wall drawing in the south gallery. Encompassing a sequence of linked 
wall panels around the room, and largely white, Ms. Estrada's piece offers a subtle 
evocation of the Wave Hill landscape in winter. 

Ms. Estrada's installation looks a tad like wallpaper, although with a minimal, random 
kind of patterning. This is partly because the artist preferred to work on temporary 
sheetrock panels, which could be removed and reconfigured after the exhibition. It was a 
smart move, I think, for otherwise the physical drawing, which relies heavily on 
spontaneity and chance for its intensity and charm, would be lost forever. 

Lucas Monaco had similar concerns, I guess, for he also worked on a temporary support, 
in this case canvas, to do mixed-media drawings chronicling changes in streets, 
buildings, and the natural topography of the Bronx. These are probably the most 
traditional artworks on view here, sampling conventional painting and drawing 
techniques like fixed-point perspective, scale and realistic representation. 

Hilda Shen works directly onto the wall, although without making marks. Instead she 
layers wax-coated pieces of randomly torn, inky paper to make low-relief sculptural 
versions of traditional Chinese landscape paintings. 

Her multi-paneled piece here is superlative, the textured, black and white imagery 
flowing from panel to panel across the room like some wintry, windswept landscape 
seen from the window of a car. It also matches the landscape outside. 

Ms. Shen is considerably older than most of the other artists in the exhibition, and, in 
part, it shows. The form, space and content of the work are perfectly attuned; the artist 
pre-assembled the work in her studio to conform roughly to the wall spaces, and then 
transported it in sections to the gallery, where she touched up the surface. There is 



 
something to be said for this kind of expertise, and it is to the curator's credit that she 
included an artist of Ms. Shen's caliber. 

"Out of Bounds," Glyndor Gallery, Wave Hill, 675 West 252nd Street, Bronx, through 
May 30. Information (718)549 3200 or www.wavehill.org. 

The TimesMachine archive viewer is a subscriber-only feature. 

We are continually improving the quality of our text archives. Please send feedback, 
error reports, and suggestions to archive_feedback@nytimes.com. 

A version of this review appears in print on March 20, 2005, on Page WC14 of the 
National edition with the headline: ART REVIEW; Bringing the Outdoors Inside and 
Hanging It on the Walls 
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